Starting from the standard Lagrangian for a SU (2)×U (1) gauge theory plus a Higgs field we derive the corresponding "maximal helicity violating" (MHV) Lagrangian. From this MHV Lagrangian one deduces simple diagrammatic rules for the calculation of multi-particle scattering amplitudes. We arrive at the MHV Lagrangian by a canonical change of the field variables in the light-cone gauge. We comment on the modifications which occur in a spontaneously broken gauge theory as compared to a pure (unbroken) Yang-Mills theory.
Introduction
The efficient calculation of scattering amplitudes with many external legs is a challenging task and needed for phenomenological studies at TeV colliders. Of particular interest are processes which involve electro-weak gauge bosons. These processes often lead to the same signatures in the detector as signals of new physics.
In the past years, various new methods for efficient calculations in a gauge theory have been introduced, motivated by the relation of gluon amplitudes to twistor string theory [1] . In particular these methods include the diagrammatic rules of Cachazo, Svrček and Witten (CSW) [2] , where tree level QCD amplitudes are constructed from vertices that are off-shell continuations of maximal helicity violating (MHV) amplitudes [3] , and the recursion relations of Britto, Cachazo, Feng and Witten (BCFW) [4, 5] that construct scattering amplitudes from on-shell amplitudes with external momenta shifted into the complex plane. These methods have found numerous applications in tree level and one-loop calculations in QCD. The diagrammatic methods have also been applied to include additional non-QCD-type particles, like vector bosons or the Higgs boson [58] [59] [60] [61] .
The BCFW recursion relations have first been proven with the help of Cauchy's theorem and the vanishing of the amplitudes at infinity [5, 13, 25] . From the BCFW recursion relations one can then deduce the MHV rules [12] . Given the simplicity of the MHV rules it is natural to ask if there is a direct way to transform the conventional Lagrangian of Yang-Mills theory into an effective Lagrangian such that the MHV rules can be read off directly from this effective Lagrangian. This is indeed possible and has been shown for pure Yang-Mills theory with two different approaches. The first approach makes use of a canonical transformation in the field variables [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . In the second approach one starts from an action in twistor space [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . The action in twistor space has an extended gauge symmetry. The conventional Lagrangian and the MHV Lagrangian are then obtained from the action in twistor space for different gauge choices.
The interest in the major part of the literature has been focused up to now on an unbroken gauge theory. Equipped with the knowledge and experience from the case of an unbroken gauge theory it is then natural to ask if these methods can be carried over to the case of a spontaneously broken gauge theory. This is the question which we want to address in this paper. We start from the conventional Lagrangian for a SU (2) ×U (1) gauge theory plus a Higgs field and derive the corresponding MHV Lagrangian. From this MHV Lagrangian one obtains simple diagrammatic rules for the calculation of scattering amplitudes involving several electro-weak gauge bosons and/or scalar fields. In this first paper on the MHV formulation of a spontaneously broken gauge theory we try to focus on the essentials. Therefore we do not include fermions nor do we include QCD. With the methods presented in this paper the inclusion of these two sectors is in principle straightforward, but leads to longer formulae.
The motivation for deriving the MHV Lagrangian for a spontaneously broken gauge theory is two-fold: First of all the diagrammatic rules are helpful in phenomenological applications. Scattering amplitudes with many external particles involving electro-weak gauge bosons are notoriously cumbersome to calculate with traditional methods based on Feynman diagrams. The MHV rules offer here an alternative. Secondly, we are also motivated from a more formal perspective: Reformulating the part of the Lagrangian responsible for the electro-weak symmetry breaking into a different -and in certain aspects simpler -form will shed some light on the origin of the symmetry breaking itself.
In order to arrive at the MHV Lagrangian for a spontaneously broken gauge theory we follow the approach based on a canonical transformation. On a technical level we profited from the papers by Boels and Schwinn [75] [76] [77] , in which they derived the MHV Lagrangian for a pure U (N)-Yang-Mills theory plus a massive scalar (without scalar self-interactions). In these papers the authors treat the mass term for the scalar particle as a perturbation. This perturbation does not enter the equation which determines the canonical transformation. We will proceed similar and treat the Higgs potential as a perturbation. Our results are also relevant in the case of an unbroken SU (N)-gauge theory or an unbroken SU (N) ×U (1)-gauge theory with unequal couplings, both coupled to a scalar field. In these cases the canonical transformation induces an additional tower of vertices involving four scalar fields. In the latter case each vertex of this tower is proportional to the difference of the squares of the couplings (and vanishes therefore for a U (N)-theory, but not for SU (N) or SU (N) × U (1)). The inclusion of a λΦ 4 -term in the Higgs potential leads straightforwardly to a further tower of vertices with four scalar fields and proportional to λ.
In the case of a spontaneously broken gauge theory there are a few additional complications related to the non-vanishing of the scalar field at infinity and to inverse differential operators. We will discuss these in detail in the main part of the paper. As a final result we find that the MHV formulation of a spontaneously broken gauge theory is the one of an unbroken gauge theory coupled to a scalar field plus additional towers of vertices all proportional to the vacuum expectation value v of the scalar field. This paper is organised as follows: In the next section we start with a short summary of the notation which we use throughout the paper. Section 3 is the main part of this article and gives the derivation of the MHV formulation for a spontaneously broken gauge theory. This section is sub-divided into five steps. Section 4 contains a summary and the conclusions. We have included two appendices: Appendix A is devoted to inverse differential operators. In Appendix B we have collected useful information on how the system of integro-differential equations arising from the canonical transformation is solved.
Notation
The derivation of the MHV Lagrangian for the electro-weak theory is simplified by an appropriate notation. In order to help the reader to follow our arguments in the main part of this article we give in this section a summary on the notation used throughout this article.
The electro-weak part of the Standard Model is described by a SU (2) ×U (1) gauge theory. We will denote the gauge fields in the unbroken sector by W j µ (for the SU (2)-gauge fields) and by B µ (for the U (1) field). The conventional Lagrange density for the electro-weak sector is given by explicitly. The field strengths are as usual
The covariant derivative acting on the Higgs field is given by
g and g ′ are the couplings of SU (2) and U (1), respectively. The Higgs doublet has hyper-charge Y = 1. The SU (2)-matrices are given by I j = 1 2 σ j , where σ j are the Pauli matrices. These matrices satisfy
It is convenient to introduce a fourth matrix I 0 = 
In this paper we use the convention that gauge indices from the beginning of the alphabet are in the range [0, 1, 2, 3] and refer to a four-dimensional vector like in eq. (5), while gauge indices from the middle of the alphabet are in the range [1, 2, 3] and refer only to the SU (2) part. We denote by A µ , W ± µ and Z µ the eigenstates of the mass matrix. Again we combine them into a four-dimensional vector
The mass eigenstates X a µ are linear combinations of the states V a µ :
The matrix R ab is given by
It is also convenient to introduce the Lie-algebra valued fields
together with the corresponding field strengths
We will also write
With this notation we can write the covariant derivative simply as
We will work in light-cone gauge. We define the light-cone coordinates by
With this definition the Minkowski scalar product is given by
The contra-variant version of the light-cone coordinates is defined analogously
For the vector
We define the spinors as 
Multiple Fourier integrals will occur frequently and for these integrals we introduce the shorthand notation
Derivation of the MHV Lagrangian
In this section we derive the MHV Lagrangian for a spontaneously broken gauge theory, which is the main result of this paper. We organise the derivation in five steps. In the first step we simply choose the light-cone gauge for the SU (2) and the U (1) gauge fields. In step two we integrate out one component for each gauge field and obtain a Lagrange density which depends only on the two transverse degrees of freedom for each gauge field. This Lagrangian is not yet in the MHV form, as it contains both a MHV three-vertex and an anti-MHV three-vertex. Integrating out one component for each gauge field introduces additional terms which are quartic in the scalar field.
In step three we analyse the vacuum state of the scalar field and expand the scalar field around a minimum of the theory. In step four we eliminate the anti-MHV three vertex with the help of a canonical transformation. Finally, in step five we assemble all pieces and give the Lagrangian of a spontaneously broken gauge theory in the MHV form.
Step 1: Light-cone gauge
Our starting point is the Lagrangian of the electro-weak sector of the Standard Model as given in eq. (1). We can re-write this Lagrangian as
We choose the light-cone gauge
In this gauge we can re-order the Lagrangian as follows: 
Step 2: Integrating out W + and B +
We observe that the fields W + and B + occur only quadratically or linearly in eq. (24). We can therefore integrate these fields out. To see how this is done we first consider the case of integrating out a single field ψ. As an example we consider the path integral
We assume that P is a differential operator of even degree and independent of the other fields. In the case at hand we will have that P is proportional to ∂ 2 − . K(φ) on the other hand may depend on the other fields, which are collectively denoted by φ. We would now like to proceed as in the case of an unbroken gauge theory and we would like to make the substitution
Here the inverse differential operator P −1 appears. In the case of a spontaneously broken gauge theory we have to be careful with this inverse differential operator. Let us first consider the case of an unbroken theory. In the appendix A we define the space of functions F −m,0 , where m is a positive integer. A field belongs to F −m,0 if the field and its first m inverse derivatives vanish at infinity. The function spaces F −m,0 have the property that for sufficiently large m we may use partial integration without boundary terms also for the inverse differential operators, see eq. (95) and eq. (96). The space F = F −m,0 with a suitable m is appropriate for an unbroken gauge theory. Within perturbation theory we may assume that all fields lie within this space F , and that is what is done in the derivation of the MHV Lagrangian for an unbroken gauge theory. Now let us turn to the case of a broken gauge theory. We first note that by definition F does not include any function, which does not vanish at infinity. In particular all functions which go to a constant non-zero value at infinity are not included. This is clearly insufficient for a broken gauge theory. There the Higgs doublet acquires a vacuum expectation value and goes to a constant at infinity. Let us therefore denote by F 1 the space of functions, which consists of F and the constant functions. If we now consider the differential operator ∂ − , we first note that the kernel of ∂ − are just the functions which are constant in x − . Therefore we may invert ∂ − on F , but the application of ∂ −1 − on a field of F 1 is ambiguous. We may write any field φ ∈ F 1 as the sum of a constant field φ 0 and a field φ ′ ∈ F :
We then set
and therefore
As a consequence we have for all fields φ ′ ∈ F the expected relation
but for fields φ ∈ F 1 we have
With these words of warning we now proceed with the substitution given in eq. (26) . We anticipate that K may go to a constant K 0 at infinity and we write
where K ′ now falls off at infinity. We then obtain for the expression in eq. (25)
We can neglect the irrelevant factor
and obtain
The result in eq. (35) is identical to the unbroken case, only in eq. (34) we have picked up an extra (irrelevant) term Tr ψK 0 . We remark that eq. (35) can equally be written as
i.e. term proportional to K 0 do not contribute. This will be important later, when we expand around the minimum of the Higgs potential.
Let us now return to W + and B + . For
where we used the notation
After integrating out W + and B + we can write the Lagrange density of the electro-weak sector as
with
and L V is given as in eq. (24) . The Lagrange density in eq. (39) and eq. (40) contains now only the transverse degrees of freedom for the fields W and B. In associating terms with a scalar field Φ to the individual pieces in eq. (40) we have counted a field Φ as "+" and a field Φ † as "-".
Step 3: Expansion around the minimum
We are interested in a spontaneously broken gauge theory. Up to now we parametrised the fields as in an unbroken gauge theory. We now expand the fields around a minimum of the theory. To find the minimum we look at the self-interactions of the scalar field. If we ignore the gauge fields the Lagrangian reduces to
The first line is just the standard Lagrange density for the Higgs field. The terms in the second and third line originate from L ++−− in eq. (40) . These terms are quartic in the scalar fields and involve derivatives. The attentative reader might now fear that these additional terms modify the position of the minimum, maybe even in a momentum dependent way. This is not the case as we will show now. To find the minimum we write the scalar field Φ (x) as the sum of a constant field Φ 0 and a new field Φ ′ (x):
Inserting this splitting into the Lagrangian of eq. (41) we determine the minimum (and therefore Φ 0 ) from the requirement that the terms linear in Φ ′ (x) vanish. Let us first discuss the additional terms in eq. (41). We examine the combination
This combination has a term linear in Φ ′ (x) and a term which is quadratic in Φ ′ (x). In the second and third line of eq. (41) this combination occurs squared. Therefore these terms are at least quadratic in Φ ′ (x) and do not contribute to the position of the minimum. Therefore the minimum is given as usual by the solution of the equation
We set
The components of the new field Φ ′ (x) are written as
Let us examine closer the terms L ++− and L +−− in eq. (40) . These terms are invariant under the shift of the scalar field given in eq. (42) as can be seen as follows: If we look at L ++− we find that the combination
transforms invariantly under a shift of the scalar field. A similar relation holds if we replace ∂ ⊥ * by ∂ ⊥ , which in turn can be applied to L +−− .
After parametrising the fields around the minimum we can write down the Lagrange density in terms of the new scalar field Φ ′ (x). In order to economise on the notational side we relabel the new scalar field Φ ′ (x) by Φ(x). Ignoring a constant term the Lagrange density is then given by 
The new terms L ′′ ++−− and L ′′ V are proportional to v 2 and given by
Step 4: Canonical transformation
In the fourth step we eliminate the non-MHV vertices contained in L ++− by a canonical change of the field variables. This step is similar to what has been done in the case of an unbroken gauge theory. We can rely on the results obtained for a pure gauge theory [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] and for a gauge theory coupled to scalar fields [75] [76] [77] . The only modification which we have to make is to include an additional U (1) field.
To motivate the canonical transformation we treat the variable x + as a time variable and collect the remaining three variables in a vector x = (x − , x ⊥ , x ⊥ * ). In order to simplify the notation we will suppress the dependence of the fields on x + and write φ( x) instead of φ(x + , x). We will denote the new fields after the canonical transformation with a tilde, e.g.
Now let us look again at eq. (39) 
We look for a canonical transformation, where the generating function of the transformation depends on the new "coordinates"W ⊥ ,B ⊥ ,Φ and the old "momenta"
The new "momenta" are then given by
The transformation should eliminate the unwanted L ++− term, therefore we require
The fact that the transformation is canonical implies
We then plug the expressions in eq. (54) into eq. (55) and use eq. (56) . It is convenient to introduce the following two differential operators
From the coefficients of ∂ − W ⊥ * , ∂ − B ⊥ * and ∂ − Φ † we find three integro-differential equations
To solve these equations it is simplest to combine the U (1)-field B µ and the
, where the index a takes values from 0 to 3. If the two couplings g and g ′ would be equal, we would have a perfect U (2)-gauge theory coupled to a scalar field. The fact that the two couplings are not equal leads only to minor complication which we can deal with by adjusting in the appropriate places the coupling factors. To this aim we define by n 0 (a 1 , ..., a n )
the number of times a zero occurs in the list a 1 , ..., a n . We observe that the gauge fields occur in eq. (40) in L +−− and L ++−− either in a combination like
or in commutators to which only the SU (2)-gauge field give a non-vanishing contribution. An example is given by the term
The inclusion of the factor which adjusts the couplings has no effect here: In all cases where n 0 (a, b, c) is non-zero the accompanying trace is zero. We can summarise these observations in the rule that the U (2)-gauge field V a µ is always accompanied by a factor (g ′ /g) n 0 (a) . In appendix B we have collected detailed information how the equations of the canonical transformation are solved. The solution to the integro-differential equations (58) is given by
The coefficient functions are given by
We remark that the field V a ⊥ ( x) is expressed in terms of the fieldsṼ a ⊥ ( p) alone, while the field
. In all cases the new fields agree with the old fields to leading order in g and g ′ :
Step 5: Assembling the pieces
We are now in a position to put all the pieces together. Inserting the solutions (61) of the canonical transformation into the Lagrange density (48) one finds that the Lagrange density can be written in the following form:
The first term L kin is rather simple and contains the kinetic terms:
All other terms contain each an ascending tower of interaction vertices. Each interaction vertex is most conveniently expressed with the help of the Fourier transforms. The series of interaction vertices contained in L (n) involves only gauge fields. One finds
The vertex function α j (p 1 , ..., p n ) is given
and corresponds exactly to the MHV formula. Each vertex contains two fields V ⊥ * with indices 1 and j and an arbitrary number of fields V ⊥ . Since the trace is cyclic, we have
The factor 1/2 takes into account that we are summing twice over identical traces. The third term L (n) ΦΦ contains two scalar fields and an arbitrary number of gauge fields. This term reads
The coefficient function β j (p 1 , ..., p n ) is given by
Each vertex contains exactly one fieldΦ † and one fieldṼ ⊥ * . These fields are counted as "-". The remaining fields of the vertex are one fieldΦ and an arbitrary number of fields V ⊥ , which are all counted as "+". The vertices correspond therefore to MHV vertices.
The term L (n) ΦΦΦΦ contains four scalar fields plus an arbitrary number of gauge fields. It is given by
The vertices are again MHV vertices, the twoΦ † -fields are counted as "-", all other fields are of the type "+". We have written explicitly a factor 1/2 in front, since we sum twice over identical strings of generators of the gauge group. We have here three vertex functions γ j (p 1 , ..., p n ), δ j (p 1 , ..., p n ) and λ j (p 1 , ..., p n ). The explicit form of these functions is given by
Here we used the short-hand notation 
The coefficient function is given by
Note that the n = 2 contribution is the standard mass term for the scalar field:
Up to now all expressions would equally apply to an unbroken gauge theory coupled to a scalar field with a quartic self-interaction. The theory is unbroken if m 2 = −µ 2 > 0. The remaining pieces in the Lagrangian of eq. (64) are all related to the spontaneously symmetry breaking and
The term L (4) Φ 0 Φ 0 provides the masses for the electro-weak gauge bosons. Using momentum conservation the corresponding coefficient functions simplify to
The remaining terms in the second line of eq. (64) read
We notice that there are no mixing terms between scalars and gauge fields. This is related to the fact that the term L +−− in eq. (40) transforms invariantly under the transformation given in eq. (42) . The terms bilinear in the fields are most conveniently expressed in terms of the mass eigenstates. We change to a basis of mass eigenstates with a transformation analogously of eq. (7). In terms of the mass eigenstates we find
The masses are given by
We note that the pseudo-Goldstone fieldsφ 1 ,φ 2 andχ have exactly the same mass as the corresponding gauge bosons. In the MHV approach each gauge field has two transverse degrees of freedom. For each gauge field which acquires a mass there is an additional scalar pseudoGoldstone field with the same mass, which provides the third degree of freedom.
Conclusions
In this article we considered a SU (2) ×U (1) gauge theory coupled to a scalar field with a potential which leads to a spontaneous symmetry breakdown. Starting from the standard Lagrangian of such a theory we derived an equivalent Lagrangian in the MHV formulation. Our main results are given in the formulae (64) to (83). These results describe the theory in terms of simple scalar propagators and towers of interaction vertices with an increasing number of gauge bosons. The list of the formulae might look at a first sight rather long, but one should keep in mind that these formulae are valid for an arbitrary number of gauge bosons. Therefore in processes with a high number of external gauge bosons these formulae lead to a simplification compared to a standard Feynman diagram approach.
A Inverse differential operators
In this appendix we discuss inverse differential operators. For simplicity we do this for functions of one variable. The generalisation to several variables is straightforward. Let f (x) be a function with the Fourier representation
f (p) denotes here the Fourier transform of f (x). The ordinary derivative ∂ acts on the Fourier representation as
The action of the inverse differential operator ∂ −1 on f (x) is defined through the Fourier representation
As an example we have for
From this example it follows that there is no product rule for inverse differential operators. If f 1 (x) = e −iq 1 x /(2π) and f 2 (x) = e −iq 2 x /(2π) then
but
We are interested in function spaces such that the function together with its generalised derivatives (ordinary derivatives and inverse derivatives) vanishes at infinity. We define the space F m,n as the space of functions f (x) such that
Obviously we have for m ′ ≤ m and n ≤ n ′
If f , g ∈ F −1,0 we may use for the inverse differential operator partial integration without boundary terms:
If f ∈ F −2,0 we have
B Solution for the coefficients of the canonical transformation
In this appendix we give detailed information on how the solution for the canonical transformation is determined. We have to solve the integro-differential equations (58) . This is most elegantly done by first solving the special case of equal couplings g ′ = g. The correct couplings are then restored in the final result. For equal couplings we combine the SU (2)-and the U (1)-field into a U (2)-field, which we denote by V a µ , where the index takes values from 0 to 3. The integro-differential equations which need to be solved read then 
with ϒ( p) = 1. The functional derivative is calculated to
